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This book concerns itself with a wide range of 
biochemical processes which take place within .higher 
plant chloroplasts. Its scientific content has been put 
together in a thorough and authoritative manner. 
The author has to be congratulated in producing a
new teaching aid which complements and extends 
the information given in existing text books covering 
the biochemistry and biophysics of photosynthesis. 
Even when there is overlap considerable effort has 
been made to present details in a different, and often 
refreshing, manner. There are ten chapters, the first 
two deal with the structure and function of chloroi 
plasts, and with the light reactions of photosynthesis, 
respectively. I enjoyed reading both of them and 
detected very few errors although the poor defini- 
tion of ‘Q’ on p. 13 will surely cause confusion. 
Chapter 3 gives details of the Calvin cycle enzymes 
while the following chapter discusses the important 
features of its regulation as well as touching on starch 
and sucrose synthesis. The alternative pathways for 
COa fixation, notably C4 and crassulacean metabolism 
are dealt with in a concise and attractive manner in 
ch. 5. Of course, in vivo the chloroplast is not an 
autonomous entity, carrying out exchange processes 
with the cytosol. In this respect, the chloroplast 
envelope plays a key role and ch. 6 gives a short, but 
comprehensive, account of its permeability properties 
including the functioning of the membrane-bound 
transporters. Chapter 7 covers in considerable detail, 
the various facets of photorespiration, while ch. 8 is 
a particularly useful summary of the toxic action of 
oxygen on plant tissue and presumably was included 
because of the author’s research interests in this area. 
The biosynthetic pathways for chloroplast lipids, 
pigments and phenolic ompounds are the subject of 
ch. 9. The photoreduction of nitrite, nitrate and 
sulphate, as well as the synthesis of amino acids, are 
important aspects of chloroplast metabolism and 
these are adequately described in the final chapter. A 
valuable feature of the book is the substantial refer- 
ence list given at the end of each chapter. The subject 
list and appendices are also useful. 
I personally enjoyed reading this book, appreciating 
the way in which the author approached the subject 
in a critical and detailed manner. My reservation is
that he probably has not pitched it correctly for the 
undergraduate r ader. Often too much detail is given 
without proper basic explanation i cluding the use 
of jargon and undefined abbreviations. For the post- 
graduate student and the research worker this will 
pose no problem and, indeed, each chapter has the 
flavour of a specialist review typically found in 
advanced texts. For the teacher the book will be use- 
ful and I am personally very pleased to both have it 
on my own shelves as well as recommend it to my 
College library. 
J. Barber 
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